Do you really want your enterprise data to compete with cat and dog videos?

IN A FIX?  Allow us to FIX IT.
Contact us at info@aryaka.com

Aryaka’s Solution: Managed On-Demand SD-WAN

WHY should enterprises THINK TWICE before choosing the PUBLIC INTERNET as their network connectivity of CHOICE?

To begin with, this is how global branch offices and end users connect over the internet today:

Origin Server
Website Hosting
Dynamic Content
Processing
ZOOM in a bit.

 envisaging the internet susceptible to:

Jitter Consistent Latency
Packet Loss Congestion Poor Throughput
Limited Bandwidth

Feasibly, with a quarter of the world’s population on lockdown, people are looking for ways to entertain themselves:

Furthermore, with a quarter of the world’s population on lockdown, people are looking for ways to entertain themselves:

560 million to 2.7 billion

Virtual Desktop service

Google Meet has 2 billion
minutes of usage a day

40 million daily users (up by 40% from February to March) with Skype

Skype calling minutes up 220%.


Source: https://azbigmedia.com/lifestyle/average-weekly-netflix-usage-has-increased-72-since-pandemic-began/


Private Core
LinkAssure is Aryaka’s patented technology that improves the quality and reliability of internet first and last mile connections.

WAN optimization and security are baked into the solution and requires no additional equipment.

Aryaka provides direct connectivity to leading IaaS, PaaS and SaaS providers, thus accelerating applications hosted on the cloud.

IN A FIX?

Allow us to FIX IT.
Contact us at info@aryaka.com

Book a Demo